Analysis of foldback sequences and repetitive sequences in cloned segments of nuclear DNA from Physarum polycephalum.
The properties of DNA segments containing foldback elements were studied after their selection from a "random" recombinant library of Physarum polycephalum nuclear DNA sequences, cloned using the plasmid vector pBR322. Hybridisation of in vitro labelled recombinant plasmids to Southern blots of genomic restriction fragments demonstrated that each cloned segment contained repetitive elements located at several hundred sites in the genome. Two of the DNA clones generated hybridisation patterns which suggested that they contain repetitive elements with internal cleavage sites for the restriction endonuclease HaeIII. Cross-hybridisation of all combinations of the cloned sequences showed that most contain different arrangements of repetitive elements derived from different sequence families. The results are consistent with a model proposed previously on the basis of studies on total nuclear DNA, for the organisation of sequences closely associated with foldback elements in the Physarum genome.